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QUESTION 1

A customer needs to intercept all of the redirects its application is sending to clients. When a redirect is matched, the
customer needs to log a message including the client IP address. 

Which iRule should be used? 

A. when HTTP_RESPONSE { if { [HTTP::is_3xx] } { log local0. "redirecting client ip address [IP::addr [IP::remote_addr]]"

 } 

} 

B. when HTTP_REQUEST { if { [HTTP::is_301] } { log local0. "redirecting client ip address [IP::addr [IP::remote_addr]]"

 } 

} 

C. when HTTP_REQUEST { if { [HTTP::is_redirect] } { log local0. "redirecting client ip address [IP::addr
[IP::remote_addr]]"

 } 

} 

D. when HTTP_RESPONSE { if { [HTTP::is_redirect] } { log local0. "redirecting client ip address [IP::addr
[IP::remote_addr]]"

 } 

} 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A virtual server for a set of web services is constructed on an LTM device. The LTM Specialist has created an iRule and
applied this iRule to the virtual server: 

when HTTP_REQUEST { switch [HTTP::uri] {

 "/ws1/ws.jsp" {

 log local0. "[HTTP::uri]-Redirected to JSP Pool"

 pool JSP

 }

 default { log local0. "[HTTP::uri]-Redirected to Non-JSP Pool" pool NonJSP
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 } } } However, the iRule is NOT behaving as expected. Below is a snapshot of the log: /WS1/ws.jsp-Redirected to JSP
Pool /WS1/ws.jsp-Redirected to JSP Pool /WS1/ws.jsp-Redirected to JSP Pool /WS1/WS.jsp-Redirected to Non-JSP
Pool /ws1/WS.jsp-Redirected to Non-JSP Pool /WS1/ws.jsp-Redirected to JSP Pool /ws1/ws.jsp-Redirected to Non-JSP
Pool 

What should the LTM Specialist do to resolve this? 

A. Use the followinG. switch -lc [HTTP::uri] 

B. Use the followinG. switch [string tolower [HTTP::uri]] 

C. Set the "Case Sensitivity" option of each member to "None". 

D. Select the "Process Case-Insensitivity" option for the virtual server. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

-- Exhibit 

-- Exhibit -Refer to the exhibit. 

An LTM Specialist is performing an HTTP trace on the client side of the LTM device and notices there are many
undesired headers being sent by the server in the response. The LTM Specialist wants to remove all response headers
except 

"Set-Cookie" and "Location." 

How should the LTM Specialist modify the HTTP profile to remove undesired headers from the HTTP response? 
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A. Enter the desired header names in the \\'Request Header Insert\\' field. 

B. Enter the undesired header names in the \\'Request Header Erase\\' field. 

C. Enter the undesired header names in the \\'Response Header Erase\\' field. 

D. Enter the desired header names in the \\'Response Headers Allowed\\' field. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two alerting capabilities can be enabled from within an application visibility reporting (AVR) analytics profile?
(Choose two.) 

A. sFlow 

B. SNMP 

C. e-mail 

D. LCD panel alert 

E. high speed logging (HSL) 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 5

-- Exhibit 
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-- Exhibit -Refer to the exhibits. 

An LTM Specialist uses the information in the logs to determine the cause of a failover event in a high-availability (HA)
pair. 

What caused the failover? 

A. The overdog process crashed. 
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B. The system was administratively rebooted. 

C. The process bcm56xxd received SIGTERM from the watchdog process. 

D. The configuration reload request caused the config to reload and the device to failover. 

Correct Answer: B 
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